Fellow member:

The commencement of an other session has already recalled our collective thought to the permut of this sacred study, and again we drawn together by stronger and more lasting ties how hallowed the flame on our little altar of science.

The interval of a few weeks since last we met has doubtless entitled me to prepare your minds for the exercises of the ensuing session, while it may be hoped that after your late visit to those halls where was instilled into your young hearts each lofty aspiration & virtuous tenet which can stablish ambition & render life pleasant you have returned to all by precept & example that there is no transient intelligence. Another session with its pleasures & pains is before us & between you will part on you for exercise that you may alone will define the characters of those proceedings which will form the principle in this hall. More than that, if you determine that these shall be known and observed you alone will make the pleasure consequent thereon. If otherwise you will suffer all the pain arising from their declension.

While on the other hand in revolution in the affairs of the Country can interrupt your deliberations, in political excitement extend its influence within your assembly's limits, we fail that –

by pleasure, thus the leaf - holes of retreat
of peace & of each a world to see the eye
of the great Cabin, But feel the Court,

"Come near the reader, while the voice sounds
of the great Cabin. But feel the Court,"

of the great Cabin, But feel the Court, I hear the voice, when the roads were
at a safe distance, while the voice sounds

When reading – it was, with astonishment, that I heard pronounced the inability of addressing you on the subject of abuse on this half, I was astonished, in order the doctrine exercise united with authority. Carry it out - destroy the authority of the ministry, proclaiming the excellence of those who, while in the fealty of personally in your hand by determinations is the measure of their fellowmen, "thrown to weight as yours. But this way", and gradually edge the very foundation.